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POSTING OF THIRD COUNTRY NATIONALS
MAPPING THE TREND IN THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

This document has received financial support from the European Union Programme for Employment and Social Innovation “EaSI” (2014 - 2020).

For further information please consult: http://ec.europa.eu/social/easi

The information contained in this publication does not necessarily reflect the official position of the European Commission.
Con3Post explores a persistent and under-researched trend of recruiting and posting of third country nationals to work in the construction sector within the single European labour market. It seeks to produce new knowledge on the phenomenon, encourage transnational cooperation and exchange of information between key stakeholders in the EU and third countries, and increase access to information. Con3Post will innovatively contribute to a better understanding of challenges in the field of posting of third country nationals by:

- producing new knowledge by collecting and analysing primary data
- conducting comparative research that allows for exploration of regional differences and looks at the phenomenon of recruiting and posting of workers from the perspective of all countries involved
- developing multi-stakeholder recommendations based on empirical findings
- utilizing a forward-looking approach by developing future scenarios
- sharing information and establishing transnational cooperation with a lasting impact.

Con3Post brings together experts and stakeholders from seven EU Member States: Slovenia, Austria, Italy, Finland, Poland, Estonia and Belgium, and a number of third countries in the EU neighbourhood, to organise forums for the exchange of knowledge and information.

The participating countries represent EU Member States that are recruiting workers from third countries and posting them further, EU Member States that are receiving posted workers who are third country nationals, and third countries from which workers are recruited. Con3Post is focusing on recruitment from countries of the Western Balkans, Northern Africa and non-EU Eastern European countries.

Nine regional joint visits will be organised in Ljubljana, Vienna, Helsinki, Warsaw, Venice and Brussels to discuss the phenomenon from the point of view of each participating country (sending, receiving or third country).

Con3Post Final Transnational Conference will be held in Brussels, Belgium in 2020.

- Nine multi-stakeholder, two-day joint visit events comprised of a seminar, a focus group discussion and a foresight workshop
- Three research seminars to discuss the data collection and analysis across the chosen regions (Western Balkans – Slovenia – Austria, Northern Africa – Italy – Belgium; non-EU Eastern European countries – Poland – Finland)
- Four newsletters published in nine languages
- Three regional case study reports
- Three regional policy briefs
- Comparative report with multi-stakeholder recommendations
- Final transnational conference

All publications will be accessible on partners’ websites.